
Tripods-A Path to the Right One
By Jim Lamb

I thought I would talk about my tripod transition lately. I have some tips on picking tripods.

First, let me go back to my, and most photographer’s, tripod buying experience, and 
maybe save you newbies some cash. Most of us start out wanting to look more serious about 
our photography when the veterans show up, in mass, with these three-legged things. We 
start to hear about image sharpness and pixel peeping. We aren’t ready to spend like the pros 
on something we don’t fully understand, plus we are not excited about hauling around those 
triple sticks. We go to Best Buy and get an aluminum tripod from Slik, or a no-name, with a 3-
lever head for under a $100, that will put the camera almost chest high on us.

Well, as we learn to pixel peep with the image judges and realize you haven’t sharpened 
up to expectations, so we try again. Now we fire up Amazon and go for $200 on one that will 
get us off are knees and have ball head with some kind of quick release. Sharpness is better 
and so is usability. Now, as we experience more of the field work, those car antenna looking 
bottom legs aren’t so great in the wind, and that 5 pounds+ are making us think twice about 
pulling it out of the trunk of our car.

Okay, now we go to the local, real, camera store for some advice and a large spot on our 
credit card availability. Great, the salesperson explains what we should do. Problem is, they 
have one rack of tripods, which is about 1% of what’s commonly available. Do we get what is 
best for us?

We go to B&H or Adorama online and type tripods in the search line. We do not have to 
scroll down long to realize they are like stars in the sky. Where to we start?

My recommendation is to start with height. We are all different there and all the big tripod 
makers have a list of different heights for you. Grab a tape measure, and while standing, lean 
over forward a little as if you are looking through your camera viewfinder. Measure the dis-
tance from the floor to your chin in inches. I am six feet tall, and my number is 52 inches. 
That’s where I want the tripod plate (where the head will attach to the bolt) to be with the legs 
spread at the first stop (≈15°). Now adjust that for what the tripod manufacturer advertises, 
which is with legs collapsed. That might be about 5 inches difference, so our target is, in my 
case 52+5=57 inches specification. The camera viewfinder sits on the tripod head, about 6-7 
inches above the tripod top (≈chin to eyes). Taller is not a bad idea (especially on downhill 
slopes or high angles), but you need to stop pulling out those bottom legs to their stops if you 
go longer (I did 60”). Shorter is not a good idea.

Next is sections. Tripods have 3, 4, or 5 sections to collapse. The trade-off is portability vs. 
weight and stability. My previous tripod was a 4 section that collapsed to 20 inches, because 
a standard roll-aboard bag is 22 inches tall, and under 21 inches inside. I was going to fly to 
workshops. That may be a priority, so you may want more sections. The possible compromise 
may be a little heavier, a little less stability, and definitely more leg locks to fiddle with. If a roll-
aboard ride is not for your tripod, I recommend a 3 section tripod.

Next is to center column, or not. Sometimes you may need to just get up over the fence, or 
crowd, and a built-in monopod is nice. But, like a monopod (which some tripods can create), it 
is not as stable, which is reducing the reason why you got the right tripod. 
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On the flip side (get it?), you have post that keeps you from doing splits with the tripod legs 

and get inches from the ground. Unless!, you have what Manfrotto calls the “Pro” models. The 
center post can be pulled out the top and move to the horizontal position, placing your camera 
out over the extended legs. It is cool, but some trade-offs, more weight and its not particularly 
stable out there. If stability (and weight) are high on your priorities, nix the center column.

Now let’s talk about a convenience feature, leg locks. I had a 4 section flip-lock tripod and 
became frustrated at flipping 9 leg locks, sometimes with a broken finger nail. Now, I go with a 
3 section with 6 quarter-turn twist-locks. With some practice, I can grab both rubber covered 
twist-locks to unlock them both together. Much quicker an easier. More time to shoot. More 
compact, too. 

But wait, let’s talk about weight some more. If weight is up there right behind stability, a 
decision is easy (except for your credit card). Go carbon fiber ( CF) vs. aluminum (or wood). 
Carbon fiber is lighter, and even a portion of a pound makes the difference in grabbing a tri-
pod out of your trunk and leaving for a hike. CF is less a vibration transmitter and not so hot 
or cold on those days. I think every progressing photographer is on the CF bandwagon.

I am not a real expert, but some YouTubers do claim to be. Look at YouTube and other on-
line sources, such ad DPReview.com, B&H, Adorama, etc. for the latest reviews and advice.

We are ready to dive into the tripod pool. I was looking for a 57 inch, 3 section, CF, no cen-
ter column, tripod without a head (got that recently). I was into Manfrotto for decades, but had 
recently moved to the Arca quick release plates from the RC2 plates. Manfrotto does almost 
no Arca-style plates. Arca(-Swiss) style plates are the standard, today.

One of my favorite photographers online, is Hudson Henry, whose website is called Ap-
proaching the Scene. He was a fan of Gitzo and Really Right Stuff (RRS), but thinks they 
have slipped a bit. Nearby his place in Portland, OR, is Leofoto. They appear to me to be try-
ing to do RRS on a budget, with their products made in China. 

They have plenty of choices, and he advises them of photographer’s desires. I looked 
them up on B&H, then the Leofoto website. I found one that met my specifications that was 
significantly less expensive than any of their others. B&H didn’t have it (Leofoto LS-323C at 
60” max to 25.6”, min height 3.75”). I went to eBay and found one from a reputable looking 
authorized dealer with great ratings and a return policy. It was less than $280, while my other 
choices were mostly over $400. It came quickly with a nice trim-fitting bag with a side pocket, 
a multi-tripod tool with several allen wrenches. It has 19mm (¾”) bottom legs, so it can handle 
44 pounds (manufacturer’s number) and weighs just over 3 pounds (≈.6 lbs lighter than the 
Manfrotto 055CXPRO4). You want to overdo the max weight number for stability. I later re-
placed my really old Manfrotto monopod with a similar Leofoto (MP-284C) for less than $80 
from the same source.

I should mention tripod heads. Think twice about buying a combo tripod with head as they 
both may not meet your needs. I have worked my way up through many heads, but recently 
got a bigger ball head with an Arca-style plate. Mine is a Leofoto (LH-40) which resembles a 
RRS BH-40, being a 40mm ball. Bigger is better, except for weight. The usual choices are 
30mm, 40mm, and 55mm. The latter for the 400mm f/2.8, and 600mm f/4 type lenses. It too, 
is good (in theory) up to 44 pounds, matching my tripod. It weighs one pound. You want a 
smooth ball movement with a tension adjustment. A level and panning compass marks are 
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nice. You usually have a choice between a knob to release the quick release (QR) plate, or a 
flip lever. Your choice.

A 3-way, levered head is good for video, and maybe studio work, but a hassle for land-
scape, and not an option work wildlife/sports. It will hold level for you, which a ball head 
doesn’t do, but there is a solution. A leveling bowl. It fits between your tripod top and your ball 
head. A single lever allow you to level your ball head within 15°, which is handy for panning on 
un-level ground. Hudson Henry swears by a fluid head without a lever for all around use. It 
sits on a leveling bowl.

Don’t forget to measure the entire length of your new rig for a cheap tripod bag to protect it 
in your trunk. A stone bag with 3 straps to place a rock under your tripod top on those windy 
days is a LOT cheaper than the 5D with a 24-70mm f/2.8 on a RRS tripod that fell up by 
Grandfather Mountain, when a gust caught it while a lady was looking for different views. Only 
the tripod survived.

The moral of the story is, photographer newbies, skip the first two tripods and go for the 
lifetime tripod. It may not cost you any more in the long run. But, do your homework. Once 
you figure out your choice, check with your local camera stores and see if they have exactly 
what you want, or can get it, for something close to the online prices, using your camera club 
discount (varies by product).
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